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In Hausa there are lexically closed sets of transitive verbs that can occur with 
double object noun phrases without any overt marker. Most scholarly works in 
Hausa seem to treat double object verbs as identical with indirect object verbs. 
Furthermore, the four syntactic environments used in the traditional Parsonian 
verbal paradigm description do not take into account these double object verbs. 
Adopting the Parsonian verbal paradigm further developed by Newman (2000), 
all the double object verbs fall into the so-called primary grades (grades 0, 1 and 
2). This paper examines the syntactic difference between double object NPs and 
indirect object NPs based on seven syntactic diagnostics: (a) vowel ending, (b) 
verbal noun formation, (c) combination with grade 7, (d) wh-movement, (e) 
pronominalization, (f) combination with efferential -af (grade 5) and (g) 
occurrence with indirect object markers wa and ma. On the basis of semantic 
criteria the double object verbs are classified into two groups. In the first group 
the first NP and the second NP are semantically related. In the second group the 
two NPs do not share any semantic attributes. Based on syntactic and semantic 
factors the paper claims that the double object NPs behave both in markedly 
different manner from each other and from Hausa indirect object verbs. 
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Preface 
This article is an expansion of a Paper presented at the 15. Afrikanistentag, 
Frankfurt am Main, 30 September-2 October, 2002. I wish to express my thanks 
to Zygmunt Frajzyngier, Dymitr Ibriszimow and Philip Jaggar for their 
comments and suggestions on an earlier version. 
Conventions and Abbreviations 
Low tones are marked with a grave accent over the vowel [aal; falling tones with 
circumflex over the tone bearing vowel [äi] and high tones are unmarked. 
lSG first person 
2M/F second person masculine/feminine 
3M/F third person masculine/feminine 
1/2/3PL first/second/third person plural 
CAUS ca usa tive/ efferen tial 
COMP completive 
CONT continuous 
DAT dative 
DET determiner 
EFF efferen tial 
FUT future 
GEN/REL general/relative 
HAB habitual 
IMP im personal 
IOM indirect object marker 
IOM-Pro indirect object pronoun 
LINK linker 
NEG negative 
PASS passive 
PREP preposition 
PTC particle 
STAB stabilizer 
SUB subjunctive 
VN verbal noun 
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1. lntroduction 
The aim of this paper is to investigate and describe the properties associated with 
the various roles of objects occurring in both double object and indirect objects in 
Hausa. Evidence in support of the distinction comes from combination with 
grade 7 (i.e. passive), wh-movement, verbal noun formation, final vowel ending, 
pronominalization and combination with efferential extension -ai'. I will also 
point out the semantic difference between the two NPs in double object verbs on 
the one hand, as well as the semantic distinction between indirect object and 
double object verbs on the other. 
The paper is organized into five Sections: In Section 2, I present a brief review 
of the classification of Hausa verbs within the Parsonian system. I argue that the 
classification does not take into account a verb followed by two objects. I also 
consider another syntactic classification of Hausa verbs based on the types of 
arguments the verbs are associated with. In Section 3 I examine the general 
properties of the indirect object verbs based on how the indirect objects are 
introduced and their semantic interpretations. We also consider how the 
arguments and complements of other verbal constructions are marked. 
Section 4 discusses the properties of only double object NPs and their semantic 
classification. Section 5 examines properties of both indirect objects and double 
object verbs based on the seven syntactic diagnostics mentioned above. Section 6 
presents the concluding remarks. 
2. Hausa Verbs and Sentences 
2.1. An Outline of Parsons' Classification of Hausa Verbs 
The first comprehensive classification of Hausa verbs was proposed by Parsons 
(1960, 1971/72). This classification divides Hausa verbs into seven morphological 
categories or grades on the basis of final vowel (with the exception of grade 5, 
which is a consonant final) and tone pattern. Within the Parsonian framework, 
the final form of the verb in all the grades is defined with respect to four 
syntactic contexts-referred to as 'A, B, C and D Forms'. The A-Form is form ofthe 
verb with no following object. The B-Form is when the verb is immediately 
followed by a pronoun direct object. The C-Form is when verb is immediately 
followed by noun direct object. And the D-Form is the form of the verb when it is 
immediately followed by noun or pronoun indirect objects. For detailed analysis 
and radical modifications of Parsons' classification see Newman (1973, 2000) and 
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Jaggar (2001)1• Table I below adapted frorn Newrnan (2000:628) presents the 
latest classification of the Hausa verbal systern. 
A-Forrn B-Forrn C-Forrn D-forrn 
Grade 0 -i H -i H iH i(i) H 
-aa/-oo H -aa/-oo H -aa/-oo H -aa/-oo H 
Grade 1 -aa HL(H) -aa HL(H) -a HL(L) -aa HL(H) 
Grade 2 -aa LH(L) -ee LH -i LH -aa/-ar H 
Grade 3 -a LH(L) ---- ---- -aa/-ar H 
Grade 3a -aH ---- ---- -aa/-ar H 
Grade 3b -i/-u/-a HL ---- ---- -aa/-ar H 
Grade 4 -ii HL(H) -ii HL(H) -i HL(L) -ee HL(H) 
-eHL 
-nyee H-L-(H) -nyee H- -eeH-L-(H) -nyee H-L-
L(H) -nye H-L-(L) (H) 
-nyee H-L-(H) 
Grade 5 -arH -ar (da) H -ar (da) H -ar (da) H 
-shee H 
-0 [da] H -0 [da] H 
Grade 5d -daa H-L -daa H-L -da H-L -daa H-L 
Grade 6 -oo H -oo H -oo H -oo H 
Grade 7 -uLH --- --- -ar H 
Table I 
The traditional classification of Hausa verbs into grades account for various 
forrns of Hausa verbs only when the verbs are followed with non-object, direct 
object and indirect object, but the analysis has nothing to say about the forrns of 
the verbs occurring with double objects without any overt coding as you can see 
frorn the table above. 
2.2. The Structure of Hausa Sentences 
Hausa is an active-accusative, SVO (subject-verb-object) language. As pointed out 
above the traditional verbal paradigrn description, which is based on tone pattern 
and final vowel suffix is predicated on four syntactic environrnents as illustrated 
in exarnple (2a-d) using grade 2 verb sayaa 'buy'. 
(2) a. yaa sayaa 
3M:COMP buy 
'he bought (it)' 
(A-Forrn) 
1 The first four grades (0-3) are called primary or basic grades while the remaining grades (4-7) 
are called secondary or derived grades. 
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b. 
c. 
yaa sayee ta 
3M:COMP buy it 
'he bought it' 
yaa sayi 
3M:COMP buy 
'he bought a shirt' 
riigaa 
shirt 
CE-Form) 
(C-Form) 
d. yaa sayaa wa AudU/masa riigaa CD-Form) 
3M:COMP buy IOM A./IOM:PRO shirt 
'he bought a shirt for Audu/for him' 
5 
The general assumption is that Verbs manifest a long final vowel before the A 
B and D forms and a final short vowel before the C-form (cf. Newman 2000, 
Jaggar 2001). Even though this approach accounts for the form of the verbs in 
these four syntactic environments, the analysis does not make any attempt to 
account for the form of the verb when two NP objects follow it. This issue 
becomes relevant given the fact that some of the verbs in grade 0 that allow 
double object constructions such as kiraa 'call' and biyaa 'pay' and rigaa 'precede' 
always appear with a long final vowel instead of a final short vowel, as is 
generally the case before a nominal NP. Newman (2000: 630) states "GrO ending -
aa do not change the length of the final vowel in different syntactic 
environments: phonologically the vowel is always long, whether in A, B, C, or D 
environment." Consider examples (3-5) below. 
(3) yaa kiraa Audu mahaukacii 
3M:COMP call A. madman 
'he called Audu a madman' 
(4) yaa biyaa Audu kucfii 
3M:COMP pay A. money 
'he paid Audu the money' 
(5) yaa rigaa Audu kucfii 
3M:COMP precede A. money 
'he became richer before Audu' 
In addition to grade 0 verbs there are other verbs in grades 1 and 2 that can 
occur with two NPs. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to consider the behaviour 
ofthese double object verbs in comparison with indirect object verbs in Hausa. 
2.3. Syntactic Classification of Verbs 
Another approach of analysing Hausa verbs apart from the traditional verbal 
paradigm (i.e. the grade system) is through the examination of the types of 
arguments the verbs subcategorised for. Syntactically, Hausa verbs are divided 
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into: intransitive, transitive (monotransitive), dative, sociative, efferential, 
copular, and double object (ditransitive verbs). For a detailed discussion see 
(Newman 2000 and Jaggar 2001). However, it is generally assumed that there 
are a number of techniques that languages employ to code the presence of 
syntactic arguments. For instance, in some Chadic languages such as Lele and 
Hdi (cf. Frajzyngier 2002) arguments are coded by the use of prepositions, tone 
pattern or vowel quality. For example, in Hdi (a Central Chadic language) there 
are three means of differentiation of arguments in a clause: (1) position with 
respect to the verb; (2) preposition; and (3) verbal inflectional, which include 
extensions added to the verb (cf. Frajzyngier with Shay 2002 for a detailed 
discussion and analysis). 
In Hausa also there a number of formal coding means to indicate the various 
arguments that are associated with verbs. For instance, Jaggar (1988) argues 
that the final vowel -u in grade 7 verbs codes an affected subject argument. And 
in grade 4 the long final vowel -ee can code the affected argument to have a 
totality interpretation (cf. Tuller 1996). In addition to the semantic coding means 
of arguments associated with the verb, arguments in Hausa verbs are also 
marked or introduced by different types of prepositions. Frajzyngier (1985:24) 
states, "The role of the added argument is not marked on the verb but rather 
through the system of prepositions and/or ward order". Let us now consider how 
the arguments and complement ofthe following constructions are marked. 
3. lndirect Object Constructions 
The indirect object marker wa or m.a invariably codes indirect object arguments 
in Hausa. In other words, the dative/benefactive/malefactive, etc. are additional 
arguments coded by the preposition wa/ma ifnominal or prefix m.a ifpronominal. 
This is illustrated in (6a and b) and exemplified in (7a and b)2• 
(6) a. wa/ma Audu for/to Audu Noun IO 
b. masa for/to him pronoun IO 
(7) a. Ali yaa aikaa wa sarkii wasii.Kaa 
A. 3M:COMP send IOM king letter 
Ali sent a letter to the king' 
2 The use of indirect object marker ~vs. ma introducing a nominal NP depends upon the dialect. 
For instance, in standard Hausa (and Kano dialect) ~ is used while in northern and western 
dialects ma is used. But all Hausa dialects use ma (with high tone) to introduce a pronominal 
indirect object. 
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b. Ali 
A. 
yaa 
3M:COMP 
aikaa masa 
send IOM:PRO 
'Ali sent a letter to him' 
wasii1i:aa 
letter 
7 
In the above examples, the IO NP precedes the direct object NP and is coded 
by an indirect object marker. Thus, if the word order is reversed whereby the IO 
markers wa/ma coding the indirect object argument are used to code the direct 
object NP, ungrammatical sentences are obtained (Sa and b). 
(8) a. 
b. 
„Al- . 
.,. l 
A. 
yaa 
3M:COMP 
aikaa wa wasiiß:aa 
send IOM letter 
Laadi 
L. 
'Ali sent a letter to Ladi' 
*Ali yaa aikaa ma 
A. 3M:COMP send IOM:PRO 
'Ali sent him a letter' 
wasiiß:aa 
letter 
shi 
PRO 
The indirect object NP can be interpreted as benefactive, goal, or malefactive 
depending on the lexical semantics of the stem and the grade selected (cf. 
Munkaila 1990, Newman 1983, Newman 2000). Thus, the following statements 
and examples from Newman capture the relevant interpretations of indirect 
object NPs. 
Indirect object in Hausa expresses a wide range ofmeanings, which in English 
are often marked by the use of different prepositions. The exact semantic 
interpretation in Hausa depends on the verb grade, the nature of the individual 
verb, and the general contexts, e.g. 
• sun neemam masa aikii They sought work for him. (benefactive/for) 
• zäi sayoo min yaadii He's going to buy me some cloth. (benefactive/for) 
• yakan araa wa yäraa keeke He lends the kids bicycles. 
(dative(recipient)/to) 
• sun ß:waacee mana kaayaa They stole the goods from us. 
(malefactive/on) 
• taa soomee mini She fainted on me. (malefactive/on) 
• an shirßunaa masa mäi they applied/rubbed oil on him. (affected/on) 
• naa sookaa mata maashii I stabbed a spear into her. (affected/into) 
• sun yi musu daariyaa They laughed at them. (goal/at) 
(Newman 2000:286) 
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3.1. Efferential Construction 
The term efferential is used by Newman to refer to grade 5 verbs (alias causative 
in Parsonian classification). The argument associated with the efferential is 
coded by the suffix -ai' and particle da, which is used to introduce the overt 
object. According to Newman (1983:408) the efferential suffix -ar has two 
functions: one semantic coding the action away and the second function is 
grammatical, that of changing an intransitive verb into transitive one (cf. Bagari 
1977 for discussion and analysis of different types of Hausa causatives). Consider 
the following examples: 
(9) yaa shigar da kujeeruu 
3M:COMP enter:CAUS chairs 
'he entered the chairs in' 
(10) naa koyar da cfälibai 
lSG:COMP teach:CAUS students 
'I taught the students Hausa' 
3.2. Sociative Construction 
Hausa 
Hausa 
The arguments of sociative verbs are coded by the preposition da 'with'. Jaggar 
(2001:432) states, "Sociative verbs have the complex constituent structure lexical 
verb plus the sociative preposition da 'with', and the following headed NP is 
analysable as a prepositional object. Soc-verb construction thus has the 
configuration Vsoc [da NP] PP, and a pronoun takes the independent form". 
Consider the following examples: 
(11) kin huutaa da wahalaa 
2F:COMP rest assoc difficult 
'you're free of trouble' 
(12) naa amincee da ita 
lSG:COMP agree assoc her 
'I trust her' (data from Jaggar 2001:433) 
3.3. Intransitive Verbs 
Furthermore, the different types of prepositional phrases in Hausa also code 
complements of some intransitive verbs, such as the locative preposition a 'at', 
the ablative preposition daga 'from', the viative preposition ta 'via' and 
instrumental preposition da 'with'. Consider the following examples: 
(13) öarawon yaa shigoo ta 
thief:DET 3M:COMP enter via 
'the thief entered through the window' 
taagaa 
window 
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(14) yäaraa sun zoo daga Kanoo 
children 3PL:COMP come from Kano 
'the children came from Kano' 
4. Double Object Construction 
Judging from the above examples one would naturally expect that whenever you 
have verbs occurring with double object NPs there must be a means of coding at 
least one of the NPs. However, it turns out that this is not the case with respect 
to Hausa verbs in double object constructions. That is to say the verb allows for 
the presence of two arguments without any additional coding means. Newman 
(2000:685) called this class of verbs double object verbs. He states: "A small 
number of verbs, which I am calling double object verbs (=ditransitive verbs), 
allow (or require) two successive objects, where the first is syntactically a d.o. and 
not an i.o." 
Adopting the Parsonian verbal paradigm further developed by Newman 
(2000), all the double object verbs fall into the so-called primary grades (grades 0, 
1 and 2). The verbs in grade 0 are ci 'eat', fi 'exceed', kiraa 'call', biyaa 'pay' and 
rigaa 'proceed'. Here are examples ofthe double object verbs in grade 0. 
(15) Binta taa fi Audu kucfii 
B. 3F:COMP exceed 
Binta is richer than Audu' 
A. money 
(16) AlKa.alii yaa ci Sule taaraa 
(17) 
judge 3M:COMP eat Sule fine 
'Thejudge fined Sule' (Newman 2000:686) 
Abdu yaa 
A. 3M:COMP 
kiraa Jummai 
call J. 
'Abdu called Jummai a whore' 
kaaruwa 
whore 
(18) naa biyaa Audu kucfii 
lSG:COMP pay A. money 
'I paid Audu money' 
Double object verbs in Grade 1 are tayaa 'offer', äaraa 'exceed' and naäaa 
'appoint' as given in examples (19-21) below. 
(19) naa taya riigaa naira gooma 
lSG:COMP offer shirt naira ten 
'I priced the shirt ten naira' (lit. I offered ten naira for the shirt) 
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(20) sun nacfä Audu shuugabaa 
3PL:COMP appoint A. leader 
'they appointed Audu (as) their leader' 
(21) Binta taa cfara 
B 3F:COMP exceed 
'Binta is taller than Kantle' 
Kantle 
Kantle 
tsawoo 
hight 
The double object verbs in grade 2 are roofii 'ask', zaa8i 'elect', äauki 'consider' 
and saa 'put'. Consider the following examples3: 
(22) yaa roolä Bala gooro 
3M:COMP ask B. kolanuts 
'he asked Bala (for) kolanuts' 
(23) taa sä Audu fushii 
3F:COMP put A. angry 
'she made Audu angry' 
(24) zaa mu zaßee shl. shuugabaa 
FUT-lPL elect him leader 
'we will elect him (our) leader' 
(25) sun cfauki Audu waawaa 
3PL:COMP consider A. fool 
'they consider Audu a fool' 
In all of the above examples we can see that the two NPs followed the verb 
without any overt marker. In terms of linear order, the ward order is fixed; that 
is to say we cannot alter the positions of the two NPs. Hence all of the following 
examples are completely ungrammatical. 
(26) *yaa biyaa kucfii Bala 
(27) 
3M:COMP pay money B. 
'he paid money to Bala' 
*yaa 
3M:COMP 
kiraa waawaa 
call fool 
'he called Musa a fool' 
Muusa 
M. 
(28) *yaa roolä gooro Bala 
3M:COMP ask kolanuts B. 
'he asked Bala for kolanuts' 
3 Because of the nature of this grade it is not surprising that some grade 2 verbs allow double 
object NPs. Note that the grade has different final vowel ending in all the three syntactic contexts 
(A, B and C) and require a pre-datival suffix before the D form (see Jaggar and Munkaila 1995). 
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(29) *sun nacfä shuugabaa Audu 
3PL:COMP appoint leader A. 
'they appointed Audu their leader' 
(30) *taa fi kucfii Audu 
3F:COMP exceed money A. 
'she is richer than Audu' 
This fact that the two NPs can occur without any overt coding means raises 
the following questions: Firstly, is there any syntactic or semantic factor 
governing the order of the two NPs? Secondly, are there any syntactic and 
semantic differences between double object verbs and indirect object verbs in 
Hausa? According to Frajzyngier (2001) in Lele (a Chadic language) in double 
construction the verbs may be followed by two NPs without any overt marker. 
However, he states, "In such a construction the first noun phrase is the 
beneficiary ofthe event and the other is the direct object." Ifthe verbis such that 
the benefit/detriment is not an inherent part of its meaning, the direct object 
follows the verb and the dative/benefactive argument is marked by the 
preposition M: This is illustrated in examples (31) and (32) respectively (data 
from Frajzyngier 2001: 130). 
(31) Na-y ne-y kuryo 
HYP-3M make:FUT-3M stranger 
'he will make him a stranger', i.e. 'he will be treated as a guest' 
(32) Sinde wey wo be toron-do 
S. cook mush DAT daughter-3F 
'Sinde cooked mush for her daughter' 
Therefore, in Lele the distinction between double object and dative is based on 
semantic factors. Thus Frajyzngier writes: 
"The coding of two arguments following the verb without any preposition is allowed only if 
the meaning of the verb involves an activity for the benefit or the detriment of the human 
argument. The coding of the dative through the preposition is deployed only when the 
inherent meaning of the verb does not involve the benefit or the detriment of the human 
argument. There is thus a complementarity between the two means of coding the dative." 
(Frajzyngier 2001:130) 
Whitney (1982, 1983) attempts to provide a syntactic distinction between the 
double object construction and indirect object construction in English. She argues 
against a unified analysis for the two constructions. According to Whitney there 
is no need to propose a unified analysis for English indirect object construction in 
(33a-b) and (34a-b) and other English double object constructions given in 
sentences (35a- b) and (36a-b) below. 
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(33) a. Paul sold his linguistics book to Kitty 
b. Paul sold Kitty his linguistics book 
(34) a. John bought a book for Mary 
b. John bought Mary a book 
(35) a. We elected John president by acclamation 
b. *We elected president (to/for} john by acclamation 
(36) a. This only cost me a quarter 
b. *This only cost a quarter {to} me 
Whitney claims that the double object constructions (35 - 36) above behave 
both in a markedly different manner from each other and from the English 
indirect object construction in (33b and 34b). For example, while the double 
object construction in (35) can have a derived nominal form as shown in (37), 
nominalization is blocked in the case of the English indirect object construction 
(33b and 34b) as shown (38a and b) respectively. 
(37) Our electing of John president 
(38) a. 
b. 
*The selling of Kitty linguistics book 
*John's buying ofMary a book 
Amongst the other arguments Whitney cited against giving a uniform analysis 
for both indirect object and other double object constructions is the relation 
between the indirect object construction and other movement rules, such as wh-
movement, Complex NP-shift, It-clefting and Topicalization. Whitney points out 
that it is possible for the underived double object constructions to interact freely 
with the above mentioned rules as examples (39b- e) below demonstrate. 
(39) a. Double NP: we poured John a drink 
b. Move-Wh: who did we pour a drink? 
c. Top: John, we poured a drink 
d. It-Cleft: lt was John we poured a drink 
e. Complex NP-shift: we poured a drink a man we met only yesterday 
The indirect object constructions, on the other band, cannot interact at all with 
such movement rules, as shown in examples (40b-e) below. For an alternative 
analysis ofEnglish double object constructions see Hudson (1992). 
(40) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Indirect object construction: 
Move-Wh: 
Top: 
It Cleft: 
CNP: 
John gave Mary a book 
*who did John give a book? 
*Mary, John gave a book 
*It was Mary that John gave a book 
*John gave a book the man on the bus 
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Before we look at the syntactic difference between Hausa indirect object and 
double object verbs let us consider the semantic classification of double object 
verbs. 
4.1. Semantic Distinction of Double Object Verbs 
Based on semantic criteria the double object verbs can be classified on the basis 
of the kind of relationship existing between the two NPs. Adopting this method 
the double object verbs can basically be divided into two groups. The first group 
are those verbs where the second NP denotes an attribute of the first NP. These 
verbs are kiraa 'call' (example 17), za8i 'elect' (example 24), äauki 'consider' 
(example 25), sa 'put' (example 23) and naäa 'appoint' (example 20). For instance, 
sun kiraa Audu waawaa 'they called Audu a fool'. Being a fool is one of Audu's 
alleged attributes. In addition to the semantic attributes the two NPs agreed in 
terms ofnumber and gender. Here it is plausible to assume that because the two 
NPs are semantically and grammatically related there is no need for the verb to 
have an extra means of coding to introduce the second NP. 
In the second group the two NPs are pragmatically independent (i.e. do not 
share a common semantic feature). The verbs in this group are fi 'exceed' 
(example 15), ci 'eat' (example 16), biyaa 'pay' (example 18), taya 'offer' (example 
19) and roäi 'ask' (example 22). Each argument in these examples has its on 
semantic interpretation. For instance, with the verb roäi 'ask' the first NP can be 
interpreted as deprivative while in the verb ci 'eat' the first NP can be 
interpreted as malefactive. This group seems to be exactly like Lele cited above 
where two NPs can follow the verb without any overt marker if the meaning of 
the verb involves an activity for the benefit or the detriment of the human 
argument. Therefore it is logical to argue that there are two main semantic 
factors that allow the two NPs to follow the verb without any overt coding. One is 
a shared semantic attribute and the second typed is what I may called 
'resultative.' With regard to the word order arrangement of the two NPs we have 
seen that the human argument NPs must always precede the non-human NPs. 
The difference between the second group and indirect object verbs marked 
with preposition w8/ma is that the semantic interpretations of indirect NPs as 
benefactive, malefactive, goal, deprivative, affected, etc. depend to a large extent 
on the inherent properties of the verb grade. See section 2 above. 
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5. Syntactic Distinction between Hausa Double Object and lndirect 
Object Verbs 
The syntactic difference between double object NPs and indirect object NP will be 
considered in terms of seven syntactic diagnostics: (a) vowel ending, (b) verbal 
noun formation, (c) occurrence with grade 7, (d) wh-movement, 
(e) pronominalization, (f) combination with efferential -ai' (grade 5) and 
(g) occurrence with indirect object markers wa and ma. We consider each in turn. 
5.1. Final Vowel Ending 
We have already seen that indirect object markers wand m.a code indirect object 
nominal and pronominal, respectively. However, there is no such overt marker in 
the double object construction. For the sake of exposition let us once again 
consider the two constructions. Example (41) represents the indirect object 
construction and example (42) shows a double object construction. 
(41) yaa sayaa wa Audu rligaa 
3M:COMP buy IOM A. shirt 
'he bought a shirt for Audu' 
(42) yaa taya riigaa naifa gooma 
3M:COMP offer shirt nairaa ten 
'he priced the shirt ten naira' (i.e. he offered to pay ten naira) 
In the indirect object construction the verbs (with the marginal exception of 
grade 0 -i for some speakers) the final vowel of the D-form is always long whether 
the indirect object NP is present or is moved as illustrated below. 
(43) a. 
b. 
yaa aikaa wa Audu wasiifraa 
3M:COMP send IOM A. letter 
'he sent Audu a letter' 
Audu nee ya 
A. STAB 3M:RELCOMP 
'it is to Audu he sent a letter to' 
aikaa wa wasiilfaa 
send IOM letter 
With regard to double object constructions with some verbs the final vowel is 
short when the two NPs are present but if the first NP is moved, the final vowel 
becomes long. N ewman (2000:686) states, "In double object construction, it is 
clear that the first object is the true syntactic d.o. and that the second has the 
status of an oblique object". If the first object NP is moved, with the result that 
the second object immediately follows the verb, a finite verb ends with long final 
vowel -.aa (i.e. A form) and not a short final vowel -a (C form.). Consider the 
following example: 
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(44) Kantle cee Binta ta cfaraa (vl-A) tsawoo (data from Newman 2000:686) 
lt is Kantle that Binta is a little taller than (not *Kantle cee Binta ta 
cfara (vl-C) tsawoo) 
(45) a. riigaa cee ya tayaa naii'a gooma 
shirt STAB 3M:RELCOMP offer naira ten 
'it is the shirt that he priced ten naira' 
b. *riigaa cee ya taya naira gooma 
shirt STAB 3M:RELCOMP offer naira ten 
'it is the shirt that he priced ten naira' 
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Once again it needs to be pointed out here that this vowel-shortening rule 
applies only to double object verbs in grades 1 and 2. Double object verbs like 
kiraa 'call' and biyaa 'pay' in grade 0 do not undergo the final vowel shortening. 
5.2. Verbal Noun Formation 
Verba! nouns in Hausa are normally formed with the continuous tense aspect 
marker. Traditionally, they are divided into two types: weak vs. strong or YIBa 
verbal noun and non-Yma verbal noun (cf. Newman 2000 and Jaggar 2001 for a 
detailed analysis). The general description with regard to y,caa verbal nouns is 
that y,caa appears when there is no following direct object or, put in another way, 
the Y<aa gets deleted when the verb is immediately followed by a direct object as 
shown below. 
(46) a. 
b. 
yanaa aikaawaa (without DO) 
3M:CONT send:VN 
'he is sending (it)' 
yanaa 
3M:COMP 
aika 
send:VN 
'he is sending a letter' 
wasii1taa 
letter 
In those constructions where the verbal noun is followed by an indirect object 
NP the verb always appear without the y,caa suffix even if the indirect object NP 
is moved as shown in examples (47a-c) whereas example (c) is ungrammatical 
when the suffix YIBa is used. 
(47) a. 
b. 
sunaa aikaa wa Audu wasiifilta 
3PL:CONT send IOM A. letter 
'they are sending Audu a letter' 
Audu sukee 
A. 3PL:RELCONT 
aikaa wa wasiiß:aa 
send IOM letter 
'it is Audu they are sending a letter to' 
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c. 
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*Audu sukee aikaawaa 
Audu 3PL:RELCONT send:VN 
'it is Audu they are sending a letter to' 
wa wasii.lffia 
IOM letter 
In contrast, when the first NP of a double object verb is moved, the verbal 
noun allows a -:l'laa suffix as illustrated in examples (48a), while (48b) without 
the -:l'laa suffix the sentence is ungrammatical. 
(48) a. 
b. 
Audu nee sukee nacfaawaa 
Audu STB 3PL:RELCONT appoint:VN 
'it is Audu they are appointing as chief 
* Audu nee sukee nacfa 
sarkii 
chief 
Audu STB 3PL:RELCONT appoint 
'it is Audu they are appointing as chief 
sarkii 
chief 
We now turn to those verbs that do not use the -:l'laa suffix in their verbal noun 
formation but rather exhibit a variety of shapes (i.e. the so-called strong or 
derived verbal noun). These verbs, when followed by a syntactic direct object, 
require a linker as shown in example (49). 
(49) sunaa sayan 
3PL:CONT buy:LINK 
'they are buying kolanuts' 
gooro 
kolanut 
With double object constructions the verb ends with a linker -n. However, if 
the first object is moved and a second object immediately follows the verb, the use 
of the linker produces an ungrammatical sentence as shown in example (50c) 
below. 
(50) a. sunaa biyan Audu kucfii 
3PL:CONT pay:LINK A. money 
'they are paying Audu money' 
b. waa sukee biyaa kucfii 
who 3PL:RELCONT pay money 
'whom are they paying the money' 
c. *waa sukee biyan kucfii 
who 3PL:RELCONT pay:LINK money 
In contrast, no linker is required before indirect object constructions even if 
the indirect object NP is moved. In fact the use of the linker produces an 
ungrammatical sentence (51c). 
(51) a. yanaa sayaa wa Audu gooro 
3M:CONT buy IOM A. kolanuts 
'he is buying Audu some kolanuts' 
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b. Audu yakee sayaa wa gooro 
A. 3M:RELCONT buy IOM kolanuts 
'it is Audu that he is buying kolanuts for' 
c. *Audu 
A. 
5.3. Use of Grade 7 
yakee 
3M:RELCONT 
sayan 
buy-LINK 
wa gooro 
IOM kolanuts 
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Let us see what happens when the double object and indirect object verbs co-
occur with grade 7, which partially overlaps with the function of passives in 
English. Before that let us briefly examine how the passive operates on simple 
transitive verbs in Hausa. Passive verbs in Hausa are formed by the attachment 
of the passive morpheme -:u to the verb and the (disyllabic) verb has a L-H tone 
pattern. For example, buuäee 'open' vs. buuäu 'be completely opened.' It has been 
convincingly argued in Jaggar (1981a, 1981b, 1988, 2002) that Hausa has passive 
verbs (= 'affected-Subject' verbs in Jaggar 2002), which can be derived from their 
active counterparts. Jaggar identifies two different types of passives in Hausa; 
namely, "Perfective-Passives" and "Imperfective-Passive." Example (52b) 
illustrates a perfective-passive and example (a) represents its active counterpart. 
(52) a. Audu yaa gyaara 
A. 3M:COMP repair 
'Audu repaired the car' 
mootaa 
car 
b. mootaa taa gyaaru 
car 3F:COMP repair:PASS 
'the car was completely repaired' 
Sentence (53b) below illustrates an imperfective-passive with sentence (a) 
serving as its active form. 
(53) a. 
b. 
Audu yanaa gyaara mootaa 
car A. 3M:CONT repair 
'Audu is repairing the car' 
mootaa 
car 
tanaa 
3F:CONT 
'the car can be repaired' 
gyaaruwaa 
repair:PASS 
The question then is can both indirect object NP and the direct object NP 
become the subject when the verb is passivized? The answer is no. That is; 
neither of the NPs (IO or DO) can become the subject of the passive sentence. 
Thus, both sentences (54b and c) are quite ung:rammatical. 
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(54) a. Audu yaa nuunaa wa Laadllmata littaafii 
A. 3M:COMP show IOM L./IOM:PRO book 
'Audu showed a book to Ladi/her' 
b. *Laadi taa nuunu wa littaafii 
L. 3F:COMP show:PASS IOM book 
'Ladi was shown a book' 
c. *littaafii yaa nuunu wa Laadi 
book 3M:COMP show:PASS IOM L. 
'a book was shown to Ladi' 
In the case of double object verbs only the first direct object NP and not the 
second object NP can become the subject NP when the verb is passivized. 
Consider the following examples: Sentences (a) represent the active form and 
sentences (b), where the first NPs become the subject of the passive, are 
grammatical. Sentences (c), on the other hand, where the second NPs become the 
subjects ofthe passive, are ungrammatical. 
(55) a. sun rooK:i Audu kucfii 
3PL:COMP ask A. money 
'they asked Audu for money' 
b. Audu baa yaa roolhiwaa kucfii a haalin yanzu 
c. 
(56) a. 
b. 
c. 
A. NEG 3M:COMP ask:PASS money PREP manner now 
'Audu cannot be asked for money now' 
*kucfii baa yaa roolhiwaa 
money NEG 3M:COMP ask:PASS 
'money cannot be asked of Audu now' 
Audu a haalin yanzu 
A. PREP manner now 
sun cfauki Audu waawaa 
3PL:COMP consider A. fool 
'they considered Audu a fool' 
Audu baa yaa 
A. NEG 3M:COMP 
cfaukuwaa waawaa 
considered fool 
'Audu cannot be considered as a fool' 
*waawaa 
fool 
baa yaa 
NEG 3M:COMP 
cfaukuwaa 
take 
Au du 
A. 
5.4. Wh-movement 
In the case ofwh-movement both indirect object and direct object NPs can be wh-
moved, as demonstrated in examples (57b-c) below. 
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(57) a. 
b. 
c. 
Audu yaa 
A. 3M:COMP 
aikaa wa Laadl wasiill:aa 
send IOM L. letter 
'Audu sent Ladi a letter' 
waa Audu ya 
who A. 3M:RELCOMP 
'who did Audu send a letter to?' 
mee Audu ya 
what A. 3M:RELCOMP 
'what did Audu send to Ladi?' 
aikaa wa wasiill:aa? 
send IOM letter 
aikaa wa Laadl? 
send IOM L. 
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Equally, both NPs in double object verbs can undergo wh-movement as 
illustrated in examples (58a and b) below. 
(58) a. 
b. 
c. 
sun nacfa Audu sarkii 
3PL:COMP appoint A. em1r 
'they appointed Audu as emir' 
waa sukaa nacfaa 
who 3PL:RELCOM appoint 
'who did they appoint as emir?' 
mee sukaa nacfaa 
what 3PL:RELCOMP appoint 
'what did they appoint Audu?' 
sarkii? 
emir 
Audu? 
A. 
5.5. Pronominalization 
When the direct object of an indirect object verb is pronominalized, it takes the 
independent form (examples 59a-c). 
(59) a. 
b. 
sun ll:waacee masa suu 
3PL:COM confiscate IOM:PRO it 
'they confiscated them from him' 
zän kawoo 
lSG:FUT bring 
'I'll bring it for Audu' 
wa Audu ita 
IOM A. it 
c. yaa sayaa mata shii 
3M:COMP buy IOM:PRO it 
'he bought it for her' 
The second object of the double object verb, on the other hand, cannot be 
pronominalized (examples 60a-c). 
(60) a. *sun biyaa Audu shii 
3PL:COMP pay A. it 
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b. *zan kiraa Laadi ita 
lSG:FUT call L. it 
c. *yaa rooß::i Bala shii 
3M:COMP ask B. it 
Instead, the proform haka 'so, like that, the same, thus', etc. is used to replace 
the second NP of the double object construction (cf. Jaggar 2001). Consider the 
following examples: 
(61) a. sun kiraa shi haka 
3PL:COMP call him so 
'they called him so' 
b. sun sä/nacfäa shl haka 
3PL:COMP put/appoint him thus 
'they have put/ appointed him thus' 
c. kär ki cfäukee ni haka 
NEG 2F:SUBJ take me that 
'don't treat me like that' (Jaggar 2001:424) 
5.6. Combination with Efferential -ai' (Grade 5) 
Another syntactic difference between double object and indirect object verbs is 
the fact that the verb followed by the double object NPs cannot take the 
efferential extension -ar as illustrated in examples (62a-e). 
(62) a. *yaa biyar da Audu kucfii 
3M:COMP pay-ar A. money 
b. *yaa tayar da riigaa nail'a gooma 
3M:COMP offer-ar shirt naira ten 
c. *sun nacfarda Audu sarkii 
3PL:COMP appoint-ar A. chief 
d. *yaa roo.ll:ar da Bala gooro 
3M:COMP ask-ar Bala kolanut 
e. *sun cfaukar da Audu waawaa 
3PL:COMP consider-ar Audu fool 
In contrast, the indirect object can freely co-occur with extension -fil as 
illustrated in examples (63a-d). The preferred construction in such cases is the 
one in which the verb is followed by the suffix -fil and then by the indirect object 
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marker wa coding the presence of the dative argument and the marker da coding 
the presence ofthe affected argument4 • 
(63) a. yaa sayar wa da Audu riigaa 
3M:COMP say-ar IOM PTC A. shirt 
'he sold the shirt for/to Audu' 
b. sun cfaukar wa da Audu kaayaa 
3PL:COMP take-ar IOM PTC A. loads 
'they took the load for Audu' 
c. yaa ciyar wa da Audu dookl.i 
3m:COMP feed-ar IOM PTC A. horse 
'he fed the horse for Audu' 
d. sunaa zubar wa da Audu ruwaa 
3PL:CONT pour-ar IOM PTC A. water 
'they are pouring out water for Audu' 
The fact that double object verbs do not permit the efferential -ai' extension 
provides us with another important diagnostic feature for distinguishing between 
indirect object verbs and double object verbs in Hausa. 
5.7. Co-occurrence with lndirect Object Marker wa and ma 
Finally, it is possible under certain semantic conditions for the double object to 
co-occur with indirect object. Newman (2000:686) states, "When semantically 
appropriate, the double object construction can also have an indirect object." 
(64) a. Muusaa zäi biyaa [mini] Sule fäm biyu Musa will pay Sule two 
pounds for me 
b. an nacfaa [mana] Gambo sarkii. They appointed Gambo chieffor us. 
Although sentences such as the two above are considered to be grammatical, 
they are felt to be clumsy and thus the indirect object tends to be avoided by 
means of some appropriate paraphrase; for example, by means of a prepositional 
phrase, e.g., Muusaa zäi biyaa Sule fäm biyu [don nii] 'Musa will pay Sule two 
pounds [on my behalf]. In fact using a nominal indirect object NP almost renders 
the sentence unacceptable, e.g., Muusaa zäi biyaa [wa Laadi] Sule fäm biyu (lit: 
Musa will pay Sule two pounds for Ladi). 
4 Other possibilities include the following: (i) where the marker ~ and iliLare followed each 
other, (ii) to use da twice, (iii) to omit da. 
(i) yaa shigar wa da Audu mootaa - He entered the car for Audu. 
(ii) yaa shigar wa Audu da mootaa 
(iii) yaa shigar wa Audu mootaa 
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The most important issue here is whether it is possible to use the indirect 
markers wa and ma to code the first nominal and pronominal NPs in the double 
object verb. With some double object verbs like biyaa 'pay', roolü 'ask' and kiraa 
'call' it is possible to use the indirect marker wa and ma. 
(65) a. yaa biyaa Audu kucfii 
3M:COMP pay A. money 
'he paid Audu money' 
b. yaa biyaa ni baashiinaa 
3M:COMP pay me loan:POSS 
'he paid me the money he owed me' 
c. yaa roofü Audu gooro 
d. 
3M:COMP ask A. kolanut 
'he asked Audu kolanuts' 
yaa rooß:ee shi 
3M:COMP ask him 
'he asked him (for) kolanuts' 
gooi'o 
kolanuts 
e. yaa kiraa Audu yaaroo 
f. 
3M:COMP call A. boy 
'he called Audu a boy' 
yaa kiraa shi 
3M:COMP call him 
'he called him a boy' 
yaaroo 
boy 
Newman (2000:686) argues that, "In double object construction, it is clear that 
the first object is the true syntactic d.o. and that the second has the status of an 
oblique object" Newman does not explicitly define the term 'true syntactic object 
as opposed to 'non-true syntactic object. One will assume that the distinction is 
presumably based on the syntactic behaviour of the two NPs in the sense that 
only the first NP and not the second NP can become the subject NP when the 
verb is passivized (see Section 4.1). And when the first NP immediately follows 
the verb, the verb ends with long final vowel. If on the other hand, the first NP is 
moved, with the result that the second NP immediately follows the verb, the verb 
ends with a long final vowel (see Section 4.3)5• 
5 Note that the long versus short vowel contrast does not apply to these verbs. Furthermore, 
either of the two NPs can immediately follow the verb functioning as the so-called true syntactic 
direct object (cf. Newman 2000). Consider the following examples. 
(i) yaa biyaa Audu 'He paid Audu' and yaa biyaa kucfii 'He paid money' 
(ii) yaa roolti Audu 'He asked Audu' and yaa roofd kucfii 'He asked for money' 
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However, in all the above examples (65a-f) the first NP can semantically be 
interpreted as the indirect object NP and the second NP is the direct object. 
Therefore, these verbs allow the presence of dative arguments without the 
marker wa and ma. A piece of evidence that supports this claim that these verbs 
can operate with overt or covert indirect object markers w and ma is provided by 
the fact that if the indirect object markers w and ma are used, the semantic 
interpretations of the above sentences change from the dative/recipient meaning 
to benefactive meaning as illustrated in the following examples6. 
(66) a. yaa biyaa wa Audu kucfii 
3M:COMP pay IOM A. money 
'he paid the money on behalf of Audu' 
b. yaa biyaa mini baashiinaa 
3M:COMP pay IOM:PRO loan 
'he has paid my <lebt for me' 
c. yaa roo.Kaa wa Audu gooro 
3M:COMP ask IOM A. kolanut 
'he asked some kolanuts on behalf of Audu' 
d. yaa kiraa wa Audu yaaroo 
3M:COMP call IOM A. boy 
'he called a boy for Audu' 
Another difference between sentences (65c) and (66c) is that in the latter there 
is an additional argument in the proposition beyond those for which the verb 
subcategorised in its unmarked form. That is, the person from whom the 
kolanuts will come. 
Table II below summarizes the various syntactic properties of double object 
and indirect object verbs presented in the preceding sections. 
6 These verbs behave like the verb baa 'give' which also occurs with indirect object nominals 
without the marker >lCA (i) and in indirect object pronoun use of the marker ma makes the 
sentence ungrammatica] (ii). Thus, the pronoun must follow without the marker ma (iii) 
(i) yaa baa Audu kucfii He gave Audu money 
(ii) *yaa baa manl kucfii He gave me money 
(iii) yaa baa ni kucfii He gave me money. 
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Indirec Indirect Direct Double First NP Second 
Object NP NP Obiect NP 
Final vowel -aa -aa -a/-aa -aa 
Verba! noun - - + -
Passive - - + -
Wh-movement + + + + 
Pronominalization + -
Extension -ar + + - -
Table II 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper I discussed some of the syntactic diagnostic properties that 
distinguished double object verbs from indirect object verbs; namely, final vowel 
ending, verbal noun formation, passivization, wh-movement, pronominalization 
and co occurrence with derived extension -ar. Some of these syntactic properties 
do seem to follow because of the presence of indirect object markers wa and ma 
introducing both the nominal and pronominal indirect object NPs. In contrast, 
the double object NPs followed the verb without any overt markers. The seven 
syntactic diagnostics revealed an interesting asymmetry between double object 
verbs and indirect object verbs in Hausa. For instance, both NPs in the indirect 
object verbs cannot become the subject NPs in Passive. In the case of double 
object verbs the first NP can become the subject of the passive clause. Another 
syntactic difference between the two constructions is that indirect object verbs 
can freely interact with efferential extension -ai' while such interaction is blocked 
with the double object verbs. Furthermore, we observed that the double object 
NPs could be divided into two types based on the semantic association between 
the first NP and second NP. I argued that because ofthe semantic attributes and 
grammatical relationship in terms of gender, number and ag:reement existing 
between the first NP and the second NP the two NPs could follow the verb 
without any overt marker. Finally, I showed that, contrary to Newman, the first 
NP following the verbs in kiraa 'call', biyaa 'pay' and roo!ii 'ask' is in fact 
semantically an indirect object NP and not a direct object NP, as claimed by 
Newman (2000). These verbs can operate with or without the indirect object 
markers '11'1! and ma. Without the indirect object markers the indirect object NP 
is interpreted as a dative/recipient argument and, when the indirect object 
markers are inserted, the meaning of the indirect object NP changes into a 
benefactive interpretation. 
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